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From Hugo Award-winning debut author Suzanne Palmer comes an action-packed sci-fi caper

starring Fergus Ferguson, interstellar repo man and professional finder Fergus Ferguson has

been called a lot of names: thief, con artist, repo man. He prefers the term finder. His latest job

should be simple. Find the spacecraft Venetia's Sword and steal it back from Arum Gilger, ex-

nobleman turned power-hungry trade boss. He’ll slip in, decode the ship’s compromised AI

security, and get out of town, Sword in hand.Fergus locates both Gilger and the ship in the

farthest corner of human-inhabited space, a backwater deep space colony called Cernee. But

Fergus’ arrival at the colony is anything but simple. A cable car explosion launches Cernee into

civil war, and Fergus must ally with Gilger’s enemies to navigate a field of space mines and a

small army of hostile mercenaries. What was supposed to be a routine job evolves into

negotiating a power struggle between factions. Even worse, Fergus has become increasingly—

and inconveniently—invested in the lives of the locals. It doesn’t help that a dangerous alien

species Fergus thought mythical prove unsettlingly real, and their ominous triangle ships keep

following him around. Foolhardy. Eccentric. Reckless. Whatever he’s called, Fergus will need

all the help he can get to take back the Sword and maybe save Cernee from destruction in the

process.
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least twenty different human and non-human languages, a faded sign read, Management Not

Responsible For Losses Due to Depressurization or Alien Interference. Fergus Ferguson

considered, not for the first time, whether the life choices that had brought him to this place had

been entirely sound. Here he was in yet another unreliable tin can, far from anyone and

anything familiar, in a half-devoured solar system on the edge of the galactic spiral arm. He

always could have stayed home and raised sheep with his cousins.Closing his eyes, he tried to

imagine living his entire life on a single hillside when he could barely stand to stay on one

planet more than a few months at a time. Even his dream—apprenticing himself to a Tea

Master on Coralla, spending the rest of his life in peaceful contemplation on those perfect white

sand beaches—was almost impossible to imagine actually doing. I have, he thought, made a

decent career out of chasing things and running away.And Cernekan was somewhere he’d

never been before, somewhere new. There was always that.The car’s ventilation system

choked out wheezing gasps of stale air in between death rattles. Fergus’s feet were sweaty

inside his magboots, and the seat’s safety harness, built for smaller bodies, pressed

relentlessly down on his shoulders through his exosuit. What starlight graced the interior of the

cable car was little more than thin, angry half circles in the distance where the glare managed

to steal around and through the narrow gaps in the sunshields.The cable car lazily spun its way

along the cable as Fergus clutched his worn travel pack to his chest. The dark rock ahead of

them wobbled erratically in space, a convincing illusion when the car felt mostly stationary. Only

the faint downward pull toward his seat confirmed his opinion of who exactly was the body in

motion.Craning his head around as best he could in the iron grip of his seat’s safety harness,

he glanced out the pitted window, wondering how far the cable car still had to go. He sighed;

the car was barely halfway down the line.Turning back, his eyes met the sharp gaze of the old

woman sitting on the bench opposite him, his lone fellow passenger. Her exosuit hood and face

shield had been folded back, much like his own. She was tiny, with bone-white hair and sharp,

almost violet eyes that were unusual in a typically wan spacer face. The bulky arms of the seat

harness engulfed her, as if she were slowly being consumed by the car itself. A grandmother-

eating bench, he thought, smiling at the ludicrous thought. The bane of little old ladies in

space.Space aged people quickly, especially out here where radiation shielding, vitamins, and

decent medical care were phantoms at best, and the woman was not so much shrunken as



gnarled, like her body had been distilled down to the bare but formidable essentials for survival.

Fergus had to believe she’d already far exceeded the typical life expectancy of the junk

merchants, rockcrappers, and fugitives that made up the human population near the Gap,

where stars thinned out to nothing between the galaxy’s arms.Her side of the small car was

filled with crates, tucked behind portable webbing to keep them from drifting. With the jostling

of the car along the uneven cable, he could only imagine the damage they’d do to anyone

trapped helplessly in their seats if they weren’t secured. He wondered what was inside—a

thousand knit children’s hats, teddy bears, or awkwardly sized blankets crocheted from spun

recycled plastics? He caught her eyes again, and by the slow deepening of her expression, he

knew she had not missed his idle stare.“I’m sorry,” he said, trying to cover his rudeness. “You

reminded me for a moment of my mam—my grandmother.”“Are you implying that I’m old?” she

said.He blinked, nonplussed. “Um . . . I . . .”The old woman cracked a smile. “I’m guessing

you’re not from Cernee. Where you heading?”Surnee? Fergus wondered for a half second until

it clicked: Cernekan. “I’m heading to Central,” he answered. “Is it always this bumpy?”“Gets

better from Mezzanine Rock,” she said just as a huge jolt threw them both upward against their

harnesses and was slow to return them. “Lines are smoother farther in.”Central was the aptly

named ring station at the center of the settlement, surrounded by a halo many hundreds of

times its diameter of hollowed-out rocks, scavenged dead ships, and a haphazard collection of

building-sized tin cans. All that space trash was tied together with hundreds of crisscrossing

cables known collectively as the lines and kept stable by a small army of autorockets that

nudged and pulled as needed. First chance he got, Fergus was going to rent himself a one-

man personal flyer that could get around freely between the lines.Their thin sliver of sunlight

vanished as the car crept into the shadow of a smaller rock. Half a heartbeat later, the already-

dim lights in the car flickered, and there was a thud as if something had collided with the

car.The old woman twisted in her seat to look out the window. Pulling a handheld out of a

pouch in her exosuit, she tapped at it, then held it up to her face. “It’s me,” she said. “May be

trouble on the line to Mezzanine Rock. No idea, maybe nothing. Stay sharp, and keep everyone

in. I’ll check back in when I get to the end of the line.”She slipped the handheld back into her

exosuit, her bony hand emerging again with a small tool. By his count, it took her fewer than

seven seconds to pop the in-transit safety lock on her harness and float free.“Um . . .” Fergus

asked. “What’s going on?”Before she could answer, the air handlers gave one last coughing

wheeze and went silent as the lights in the car quit for good, leaving them both in pitch

darkness.He heard a few snaps, then jumped as something lightly touched his arm. “You

wearing gloves?” the old woman asked from somewhere directly in front of him.“Yes?” he

said.“Then hold out your hand.”She really did remind him enough of his maimeó that it was

automatic to comply. A squiggle of glowing green goo appeared in the palm of his glove.“Rub

your hands together, but try not to get it anywhere other than the palms,” the old woman said.

“Don’t lick it or touch your eyes. Either one will make you wish you were dead.”“I’ll try to

remember,” he said. He held his hands up, turning them from side to side. It was a limited but

surprisingly adequate light source. He could just make out the outlines of her face by the light.

“That’s useful. Thank you.”“Don’t thank me yet,” she said. “It also makes you an easier target in

the dark. If you have to hide, close your hands into fists.”“Are we in danger?” But I just got here,

he thought. Even my luck doesn’t work that fast.She floated over to the instrument panel at the

front of the car, one hand gripping the panel as the other worked at the controls. “Dead, I’m

afraid,” she said after a few moments, then launched herself back toward the center of the

car.“A mechanical fault?” he asked.“Backup instrumentation is down. It’s a self-contained,

separately powered system,” she said. “Proximity detectors and external sensors are offline, as



are all the security cameras. Best guess is an EMP mine, probably slapped on the car as it left

Blackcans. We’re dead midline and blind. Unless I’m mistaken, you’re in the wrong place at the

wrong time.”“I often am,” Fergus said. He cupped one hand, used the light to look at his own

seat harness lock.The old woman was back in the center of the car and was going over her

crates one by one, unhooking the webbing and pushing it aside. “It’s also possible that hub

control has deliberately shut down the system because the Asiig are doing a flyby,” she said.

She opened a panel on each crate, did something within that he couldn’t see, then closed it

again. “You know about the Asiig?”“Not much, and more than enough,” Fergus said,

remembering amorphous childhood nightmares. It hadn’t occurred to him until just now who

Cernee’s nearest neighbors across the Gap were. “They do ‘flybys’?”“Once or twice a

standard,” she said.Out here, a single solar orbit took nearly fourteen Earth years. It was his

good luck that most—though not all—human settlements stuck to old home time references.“If

it’s the Asiig, you want to keep your head down and stay hidden,” the old woman continued. “If

you’re out in the open, you might get taken.”“Great.”“Still, I don’t think that’s the problem,” she

said, tapping at the display panel on the left forearm of her exosuit. “No alert has gone out.”He

watched as she finished with the last of her crates. She snapped a pair of goggles down over

her face, and clouds of shock-white hair puffed out around them. She grabbed hold of the

window frame and peered out. “Ah,” she said. “Something’s coming down the line towards us.

Minimal heat signature.”“Another cable car?”“No. Hand spiders. Around a dozen.” People free-

riding the cable. “If they see you’re not one of my people, there’s a chance they might let you

go,” she added, “but I wouldn’t count on it from that pestilential den of half-wits.”Obviously there

was a lot more going on here than he understood. “You know who’s out there?”She gave a

short laugh. “Yes. They’ve been coming after me for standards now. Haven’t caught me

yet.”“They’re after you?” He pointed at her crates. “These aren’t all full of teddy bears, I

gather?”She floated back toward him, pale green phantom hands in the dark. “Lichen,” she

said. “I’m a lichen farmer. These cases are a quarter-standard’s worth of produce.”“So . . . these

‘half-wits’ want to steal your lichen?”“Not really, no,” she said. “Hard to believe, respectable

elderly woman like me, but they seem to find my existence a matter of personal

offense.”“Really? That doesn’t sound reasonable of them.”“It doesn’t, does it?” she said. “If

you’re of a mind to take some advice, I suggest you let me get you out of that harness, and you

get your suit sealed up. It’s up to you, but after coming all this way to Cernee from”—she sized

him up in the green light—“Earth, is it? It seems a waste for you to get yourself dead before

you’ve seen the place.”Not Earth; not in a very long time, he thought, but it didn’t matter. “I got

it,” he said. Sliding a small pick out of a pocket on the front of his suit, he popped the lock on

his own harness. Five seconds.The old woman raised one eyebrow in appraisal. “Now your

suit,” she said.Fergus wrangled his travel pack over his shoulders. He could see the old woman

fastening up the last few seals on her suit. He turned his own cupped palm towards his chest

and used the green light to work on his own. “So,” he said, “since I seem to be in danger here

too, can you tell me more about who’s coming?”“Men who work for a junk warlord named

Gilger,” she said.“Arum Gilger?”There was a pause before she answered. “Indeed. Surprised

you’d know that.” She must have closed her hand, because she vanished into the dark like a

ghost, and he was suddenly keenly aware of the advantage she had over him. That she was

also very, very old was no reassurance at all.Fergus resisted the temptation to close his own

hands. “I don’t know him,” he said. “He and I have some business. That’s why I came

here.”“What sort of business, if you pardon me asking?”He answered carefully. “Not a kind he’ll

be happy about.”“Oh?”If she knew about Gilger, she could be a source of useful information.

And out here, who was she going to tell? “I’ve been contracted to locate an item not legally



belonging to Mr. Gilger,” he said, “and secure its return to its—”“A repo man!” she

interrupted.“More a professional finder,” he said. “But essentially, yes.”She appeared at the

edge of his light, grinning, holding out a bright gloved hand. “I’m Mattie Vahn. Mother Vahn to

most folk.”“Fergus Ferguson,” he said, shaking it. “Pleased to meet you.”“Mr. Ferguson,” she

said, and he liked the old-fashioned tone she said it with. “I suggest you finish sealing up. I’m

going to short the airlock.”“You’re what?”“I’m getting out of this trap,” she said. “You coming?”He

pulled his goggles up into place from around his neck, swept the lower scruff of his beard

aside, and snapped his face shield down. When he looked back at Mother Vahn, she tapped

the side of her head, then held up fingers in sequence: three, one, five. He nodded, then set his

suit to that comm channel.The old woman was peering out the window again. “Something’s

moving parallel to the lines, behind the spiders,” she said. “I only spotted it because it just

crossed in front of the lights on Beggar’s Boulder. It’s either junk, or . . .”“Or?”“Or something

meant to hurt us,” she said. “You set?”He checked his seals one last time; the status light on his

suit display was green, all good. He took a moment to consider how far off his expectation of

boredom the cable car ride had become. Still, Mother Vahn could be a lucky find—the

information he had on Arum Gilger was thirdhand and months old, so if she could improve

upon that, it was worth a little side adventure. And what else was his job if not half luck and half

improvisation?“Set,” he said.She’d already wedged open the inner door of the airlock at the far

end of the car and popped the lock on the manual override. She saw him coming and pushed

herself back, gesturing at what appeared to be an old-style crank. “Pneumatic,” she said.

“Purely mechanical system. The crank primes the emergency door release. Do you mind? I’m

getting a bit old for this.”He swung himself forward. “No problem,” he said.“I’m going to herd my

crates closer. Let me know when it’s primed; it’s best if the crates get pulled out first when the

lock opens so we’re not in their way when they go.”He looped an arm around one of the car’s

poles and did his best to anchor himself, then began winding the crank, sending himself into a

corkscrew spin he had to stop and recover from every few turns. Mother Vahn hovered

between her crates, edging them forward one by one. The spin of the car around the cable

made them dip gradually toward the floor, bumping and drifting toward him and the lock. He

wasn’t sure how he felt about getting sucked out into space, but he was certain he agreed with

letting the crates go first.“So, this Gilger . . .” he said, hauling on the crank. “What can you tell

me about him?”“He’s dangerous and mean,” she said. “Although most of the cutwork is done by

his number two, a man named Graf. Gilger will shoot you in the face without blinking, but Graf’s

the one who’ll laugh as he knifes you in the dark from behind. If you’re really going after

something of his, watch your back.”“Yeah,” Fergus said. No one named Graf had been in his

notes.Resistance on the crank grew until he couldn’t budge it any farther. “That’s as far as it’ll

go.”Mother Vahn was peering out the window. “They’ve stopped moving,” she said. “We better

leave.”“Hold tight,” Fergus said. He hooked one boot around a standing pole behind him, took

hold of the crank handle to keep himself steady, and punched the mechanical release.The howl

of the car decompressing was a physical blow as its entire cargo of atmosphere and crates

was sucked out into the dark. He closed his eyes. If I’m going to get hit, he decided, I don’t

want to see it coming.It was not the wallop of a crate but a gentle hand on his shoulder that

made him jump. He opened his eyes to see Mother Vahn floating beside him. “Our turn,” she

said.He looked out the open door at the scatter trail of crates curling in a spiral line around the

car. As he watched, the line deformed, straightening itself, and began to stretch away. Tiny

green lights flickered on and off among them.“Homing smartware,” she said as if reading his

mind, “and tampering self-destruct. They’ll either make their own way back to the farm or give

anybody who intercepts them a bit of a surprise. They’re not my worry anymore—we are.



Whatever they’ve got out there, they’re lighting it up.”Out the far windows he could now make

out the heat signature of the device and easily a dozen people around it. “Got it,” he said, and

using his grip on the bar for leverage, he swung himself out into space. The old woman sailed

out gracefully behind him.“Once they realized we’ve fled, they’ll leave, and we should be safe,”

she said. “Can you get yourself back to the cable up-line on your own?”He could no longer see

her. “Yeah, though it’s going to take me a few minutes,” he answered. His exosuit had a limited

directional push capability, and he used it to stop the slow spin he was in. Then he pointed

himself on a long diagonal toward the cable. Once he got moving, he’d keep going until he

reached it.Around them, Cernee was a scattering of distant lights.“I hate to say it,” he said, “but

we’re sitting ducks out here.”“Ducks?”“It’s a, like a . . .” Something a very long way away from

here, he thought. “Like a chicken that floats on water? You must have chickens even out here.

Never mind. I just mean we’re vulnerable.”“No one would dare risk damaging the cable system,

not even Gilger,” she said. “Only things worse you can do around here are crack a sunshield,

puncture a hab, or mess with the sewage bots.”Movement caught his eye, and he found her at

last in the place he least expected: pulling herself along the cable car, green glowing lines in

her wake. A momentary panic gripped him that he’d been the butt of some trick, stuck out here

with a long haul back to anyplace with air. “What are you doing?” he asked.“I want to see what

they’re up to. Once I reach the cable myself, I’ll get a good quick look at that device, and then

I’ve got a fast spider that’ll get us ou—”A brilliant flash blinded him, fast enough that his

goggles couldn’t compensate in time, and he flung his arm up over his eyes as tiny suns

danced and swarmed in his vision. Pinprick icicles stung his side, and red lights flared all over

his peripheral display. Suit breach!It had been a long time, but it wasn’t a feeling you forgot.

Where a moment ago it had felt like ice, now his skin burned; his exosuit was trying to repair

itself, and burned skin was better than a dead body. It was an agonizing few moments before

the topical sedative the suit had released took effect and numbness set in. Whatever had torn

his exosuit must have been small.“Well, shoot,” Mother Vahn said. “I never thought he’d go that

far. Are you alive, Mr. Ferguson?”“Nothing that won’t seal or heal,” he said. He blinked,

afterimages in his vision from the blast ruining his ability to make out anything. His own fault for

not having better goggles. “What was that?”“Shrapnel cannon.” Her signal was fainter. “Hit my

suit’s power supply. I’m afraid you’re on your own.”“Hold on, I’m coming back—”“Don’t, Mr.

Ferguson. You need to use whatever juice you’ve got to get as much distance from here as you

can. I found the EMP mine, and it’s got a secondary explosive charge. I guess they don’t want

any evidence.”“But . . .”“Since I’m unlikely to see you again, promise me that when you go repo

whatever it is of Gilger’s you came for, you’ll give him my love? Preferably with a space boot up

his backside, hard enough to kick him all the way up to his tiny brain.”“I—”“I can see you’re not

moving yet, Fergus Ferguson. You get yourself out of here now,” she said, and again he heard

the ghost of his maimeó.“There’s got to be another way,” he said. He had a spare air bottle,

enough for them both if he moved fast enough, right? “Use your spider, and I’ll meet you—”The

cable car blew, a single brief, orange ball instantly extinguished in the dark.He cried out as he

turned his face away. A thin arc of light bent and curved ahead of him, growing and slipping

sideways. With horror he realized it was the distant starlight reflecting off the curve of one of

the severed cables, which was whipping straight toward him.Panicking, he thumbed his suit jet

too hard and sent himself into a spin. Bloody amateur! He swore, trying to restabilize. The

cable loomed closer as he spun, and then it brushed past, sweeping over one knee and thigh

with enough impact to send him hurtling off in a new direction. He had to close his eyes to keep

the wildly oscillating universe around him from making him sick.At long last, when he got his

motion under control, he found he had been flung well out of the cable path and away from



Mezzanine Rock. Two of his suit’s power cells were offline, and the lone remainder was nearly

depleted. When it went, there would go his oxygen and heat, and his life.Well, shit, he thought.

Now what?As if in answer, ahead of him he saw a small green light blinking steadily like a

beacon. If he burned most of what his suit had left, he could just catch up to it.There was

nothing else. He’d better not miss.When his lazy spin pointed him the right way, he hit his jet

again. It was just beginning to splutter and die when he reached out and, like a man clinging to

flotsam after his oceanship had gone down, wrapped his arms around the homing crate.“I don’t

know where your lichen farm is, Mother Vahn,” he said out loud to the dark and the stars, “but I

hope it’s not too far, and I hope you’ve left a key under the mat.”He turned on his gloves’ mag-

grips to fasten himself securely to the side of the crate, then set his suit to maximum oxygen

conservation. Immediately he began to feel drowsy. His last thought as he drifted off was that if

he survived, he was going to find Arum Gilger. And when he did . . .He had a job to do—always

and only the job. Get in, look around, do what you need to do, and above all, try not to make it

personal. But now it was much more than that.Chapter 2Fergus’s first fully-formed thought was

that he was unpleasantly cold, followed by a detached curiosity as to whether that was

because he was now a frozen corpse stuck to a crate of lichen floating through space. Can you

be uncomfortable, he wondered, and dead at the same time? If so, that seemed unfair.His

fingernails cut half moons into his palms, and he forced himself to loosen his fists. It was a

long, formless moment before he connected fingernails on flesh with no gloves, then no gloves

and cold all over with naked. His eyes popped open into searing light.“He’s awake,” a woman’s

voice said.There was some gravity, probably from spin. His hands splayed out on the floor

beneath him—cold, rough-textured, unyielding—and still blinded, eyes streaming tears, he tried

to sit up. A hand shoved him roughly back down. “Question time. We’ll know if you’re lying.”Only

if I’m very bad at it, he thought. The light dimmed, and he could now make out the pale blobs of

his arms and legs, and was glad to know he’d been left his undershorts, if nothing else. “Okay,”

he said. “Ask away.”“Where’s Mother? How much is Gilger paying you? Who do you think you

are? Who sent you? Where are you from?” The questions seemed to come from all around him

at once, women’s voices rushing over themselves like a disorganized echo. He shook his head,

made an effort to see and understand. Blurry faces surrounded him. He focused on the one

front and center. The woman was so similar to Mother Vahn that as soon as he’d discarded

(more firmly this time) the “dead” hypothesis, he realized he must be at the Vahn farm. Nearly

identical, yes, but not quite as ancient-looking. Daughter?Then he took in the rest of the faces.

The similarity went beyond family resemblance and into the uncanny: they might well have

been the same person except for their clothing and the span of their ages. What the hell? he

thought. Clones?He didn’t know cloning tech was that good.The youngest of the Vahns was

holding a giant pitchfork, braced and pointed in his direction. She had the expression of

someone contemplating the joys of immediate violence.The light flared again, emanating from

a square hatch set in the floor not fully shut. It lasted just long enough to make his eyes water.

Rotation, he thought; the brightness must be the intervals when they faced the unshielded star

outside.“Please,” he said, and that seemed to be enough for them to let him sit up. “I only just

arrived here today, and I met Mattie Vahn on the cable car just before it was attacked. She

saved my life. I couldn’t save hers. I’m sorry. I am not your enemy.”“So you say,” a middle-aged

Vahn said. “Prove it.”“And how do I do that? We barely spoke before the car was attacked. She

told me about her farm, and she gave me some glowy goo—you have my suit gloves, you at

least can verify that.”The woman in front of him glanced back at two of the others, a perfectly

matched set. “Macie? Minnie?”One of the twins nodded. “That’s true.”The woman turned back

to him. “Is Mother really dead?”“Yes. I’m sorry,” he said.After a long silence, the woman let out a



long, unsteady breath. “Tell us what happened.”“Can I have my pants back?”“No.” The young

woman holding the pitchfork shook it in his direction.Moving with deliberate care, he pulled his

knees up to his chest and wrapped his arms around them, hoping to conserve at least some

body heat. He told them about boarding the cable car, his conversation with the old woman

already on board, and the events from there as best he could.“Why did Mother stay at the car

after you exited?” Pitchfork Girl asked.“She told me the attackers wouldn’t risk damaging the

cable system. She wanted to see what they were up to and thought she could still get out in

time,” Fergus said. He vividly remembered the brief glimpse he’d had of her before the cannon

went off and the bright green lines on the outside of the car beside her. The memory snapped

into focus. “Uh, and also, she may have been writing an obscene message on the outside of

the car in glowing goo.”The lead woman put her hand to her forehead. “That’d be just like her,”

she said. “Did she say who attacked you?”“She named Arum Gilger.”“Did you see him or the

faces of anyone who attacked you? Any identifying marks on their suits? Color stripes?”“No,

nothing,” Fergus said. “I could hardly make out the silhouette of the cannon, much less anyone

with it. They stayed dark until they got where they wanted to be, which was only as close as

they needed to fire.”“Damn,” Pitchfork Girl said.“I’m sorry,” he said again.“And you? What’s your

name?” the lead woman asked.“Fergus Ferguson.”“You’re not local. Why are you here?”Telling

one little old woman alone in a cable car hadn’t seemed risky. But a whole family of strangers?

“I pose you no threat,” he said.“Yes, well, Mother is dead, and you’re not,” Pitchfork Girl said.

“You have to answer better than that.”“Look, I’d rather not—” he started to say, then found the

fork wavering centimeters from his face. Hell. “I came here looking for something that was

stolen. If you let me go do my job, I think you’ll find I’m going to cause this Mr. Gilger a great

inconvenience.”“Seems like he’s the one who inconvenienced you,” she snapped.“I assure you

I’ll do better,” he said, stung.“Mari,” the lead woman said, “put the pitchfork down and give Mr.

Ferguson his pants back. I’m not worried about him trying to escape, and I’m sick of watching

him shiver.”Mari bobbed her head. “Yes, Mauda,” she said, then reached behind a crate and

flung his pants at him.He caught them and stood up, grimacing at the pain from his injuries,

and slipped them back on. They were so cold he wondered if they’d put them in a freezer.

Ignoring the chill as best he could, he sat back down on the floor, willing warmth back into his

body. “What do I have to do to get my socks back?” he asked.“Gilger and his crew have been

after us for a long time,” Mauda said, ignoring the question. “We’ve managed to avoid him up

until now, and here you are. Maybe that’s a coincidence, and maybe Mother was showing off to

impress you—for all her years, sometimes she was the biggest kid of us all. But we’ve been in

a stalemate for a long time, and the only thing that’s changed is you. We need to know you’re

not a danger, and that you’re not working for Gilger.”“I work for myself, one job at a time,” he

said. “I didn’t know anything at all about any of you until I got bored and started talking to your

Mother Vahn on the cable car.”“And now?”“And now what?” he asked. He took in their faces, a

mix of anger, grief, and . . . hope? “I’m angry about what happened too, but I don’t know any

way to help you beyond doing what I already came here to do. I’m not the law, and I’m not a

soldier. I’m only one person, and a half-frozen one at that.”One of the other women groaned.

“He’s useless,” she said. “What good is a hulking, stupid Earther against Gilger and Graf’s

fighters anyway? We’re wasting our time.”Without turning, Mauda waved one hand. “You can

leave, Meg. I’m sure you have better things to do.”“Don’t we all,” Meg answered. She opened

the hatch in the floor the rest of the way. Whatever was outside the hatch was so bright, Fergus

couldn’t make out any details before the woman had climbed down through it and slammed the

hatch shut after her.It was Mauda who spoke again first. “Mr. Gilger is hard to inconvenience,”

she said. “What do you know about him?”“A bit of his history and where his territory is. That



he’s a scrap merchant operating between here and Crossroads, running salvage with a small

crew.” Crossroads Station was another settlement in the same solar system as Cernee, closer

to the sun by three gas giants and a lot of rubble. Fergus had been to Crossroads a half-dozen

times before, but until this job he’d thought it was one of the farthest things out in what could

barely still be called “human space.” Cernee had a more extensive footprint, but Crossroads

had the advantage of sitting near an active jump point, which was how Fergus had arrived in

the system; passive FTL travel wasn’t tied to specific points in space but was a much slower

ride. “Mother Vahn mentioned his second-in-command, Graf, and that he’s in some long-

running feud with you.”Mauda sat down cross-legged on the floor in front of him. Mari leaned

against the wall, one foot resting on the fork.“About the salvage, that’s true, but Gilger pulls in

stuff that’s hard to believe was acquired legally,” Mauda said. “Rumor is some of it still has

bodies inside. He’s got three rocks and a can all to himself just past Humbug, about thirty

degrees up the Halo from us. His crew used to be small, but it’s tripled, maybe more, over the

last standard. Also, he somehow got his hands on a fancy cruiser that’s faster than anything

else around here. He likes to buzz the rockcrappers when he’s bored or drunk.”“That cruiser,”

Fergus said. “He’s got just the one?”“One’s more than enough.”“And it’s about forty meters

long, rounded nose, jump engine on an underside fin, blue stripe down the side?”“That’d be it.

You’ve seen it?”He weighed what they’d told him and made a decision he hoped he wouldn’t

regret. “Not since it was being built,” he said. “But I came here to take it away from him.”Mauda

leaned forward and put her chin in her hands, staring at him intently. “That, Mr. Ferguson,” she

said at last, “would definitely get you your socks back.”—They did return his socks, and his

shirt too. Mari—she of the pitchfork—seemed disappointed with that largesse. Still, it was

understood that their interests overlapped.Mari threw open the hatch. Through it Fergus could

see the ends of a narrow ladder snaking down toward . . . nothing? He did a double take, then

saw the thin metal catwalk below and stars beyond it. Mauda went first, and he lowered himself

down behind her, disoriented as his feet headed toward space and his head emerged last from

the solidity of the room above. The other women followed.The lichen farm was a large wheel

spinning edge-on to Cernee’s distant sun, and from here he could see that it was one of a

series. Past them all, the glittering surface of one of the massive sunshields filled the view to

their right at a sharp angle; they were just outside its shadow. Makes sense for a farm, he

thought.Artificial gravity systems were expensive and used a lot of energy. It was easier and

much cheaper to use spin to achieve a similar effect, but unlike on a planet, where gravity

always pulled you down towards the center, spin pulled you outward. A lot of habs were

cylinders with a single layer of living spaces around the outer diameter and a gravity-free open

tube running up the center that connected everything. Wheels were similar, although rather

than being one fully enclosed structure, they were multiple units connected to a central spindle

by hollow spokes, which eliminated the need to heat and cycle air through spaces where the

spin was slow enough to make it less useful. Line up a bunch of wheels along the same axis,

and you could adjust the rotation of each individually, giving you variable gravity or, as Fergus

expected was the advantage here, different light-dark/heat-cool cycles.There were only a few

ring stations in Cernee, which combined the architecture of wheels around a central cylinder,

on a much larger scale.This was the first time Fergus had been in a wheel where the

outermost surface—the basement floor, as it were—was transparent. The farm’s catwalk ran

along the outside edge above thick, transparent xglass that formed the outermost shell of the

wheel, like an inside-out greenhouse. A slight blurriness to the light coming through suggested

the presence of a thin gel shield to catch fast-moving particles and absorb some of the solar

radiation.The lichen grew overhead like a thick ceiling carpet, a patchwork of blues and greens



bathed in the stark light. If Fergus stretched his hands up, he’d just be able to brush the lichen

with his fingertips; given how he towered over the Vahns, he expected they had to use ladders

to harvest it.Once they’d spun to face the sun, Mauda began to walk the narrow path at a pace

that exactly matched the spin so that the sun stayed directly underfoot, throwing their shadows

upward.“Mother was on her way to meet one of our regular buyers at Central,” she told him.

“Now that all the crates have found their way home, we need to arrange another meeting. We

grow a modified lichen, freeze- and rad-tolerant with boosted nutritional value. Compact, grows

fast, keeps forever. A lot of rockcrappers and deep spacers live off it and little else.”“How does it

taste?”The faint trace of a smile ghosted across her face. “If you have nothing else to eat, it

tastes great,” she said. “Also, we grow many flavors.”“Yeah?”She pointed at a blue patch

overhead, then at green and purple, then at other shades in between. “Those’d be Ew, Ick,

Blech, Yeegh, and Guh,” she said. “Want to try one? I recommend the Guh.”“Do you?”“No,” she

said. “Here we are.” She stopped at another ladder beside the path, then ascended to another

section of the wheel’s interior. He followed her up, relieved to go back inside solid

walls.Although claustrophobically narrow, the interior of the wheel was clean and well lit.

Mauda led Fergus through the halls as Mari stomped along close behind him. The pitchfork

was nowhere in sight, but the menace of it shone brightly on her face every time he caught her

glare.They passed several more women in the tight corridors, including one carrying an infant.

He found himself thinking about cloning again. “Are there many of you living here?” he

asked.Mauda made a noncommittal gesture. “Just family,” she said.As they walked, Fergus

glanced down at his shirt. It had several tears in it from the shrapnel cannon and a large

bloodstain eclipsing the faded yellow umbrella of the Kuan’s Café logo. It had been his favorite

shirt, and he felt his grudge against Gilger increase. “My pack—” he started to say.“It’s safe,”

Mauda said.“Where are we going?”“There’s a family meeting. We have a lot of talking to

do.”She turned to Pitchfork Mari. “Can you take him down for some food until we’re ready for

him?”Mari crooked one finger at Fergus. “Come, Earthman,” she said. She led him a quarter

turn around the wheel and then into a large dining hall. There were a half dozen women and

two small children in there. All conversation died as he entered.Mari pointed at a pot on a side

table. “Bowls and spoons are next to the pot. Help yourself. Stay here until I come back for you

or else.”She stomped out again.Fergus smiled anxiously at the women, picked up a bowl, and

ladled out a small portion of soup. Then he crossed to the empty end of the big table in the

center of the room and sat down. “Hello,” he said.No one answered. Giving up, he dipped the

spoon into the bowl and took a tentative sip. It was less licheny than he’d feared and warmer

than he could have hoped, but he ate in uncomfortable silence as the other Vahns stared at

him.It was the youngest girl there—Fergus guessed she was about five standards old—who

broke the ice. She got up, walked the length of the table, and set down her bowl with a sloshing

thump beside him. Frowning, she reached out to touch his beard. “You’re funny-looking and

have weird red hair all over your face,” she said.“Mella, no!” one of the other women said, her

eyes wide with horror.Fergus smiled. “I am, and I do,” he said to the girl. He pointed at his own

chin. “This is called a beard. I was born on Earth, which is a planet very far away from here. Do

you know about Earth?”“Yes! It’s near Mars, right?” the girl said. “Mari and Arelyn talk about

Mars all the time! I’m Mella.”“I’m Fergus,” he said. “And yes, Earth is very near Mars.”Mella sat

down. “Mari never talks about Earth, just Mars, Mars, Mars, boring Mars! Did you have to run

away because of the giraffes?”He blinked. “What?”“Giraffes. I have a picture book.”He laughed.

“There aren’t any giraffes anymore,” he said. “At least, I don’t think. But even when there were,

I’m pretty sure they were friendly.”“They didn’t eat kids?”“No.”“Oh.” She took a long slurp of

soup and looked disappointed.The other child came over and sat down next to Mella. “Tell me



about Earth too!” the new girl demanded.“It’s been a very long time since I’ve been there, and

it’s a very big place,” Fergus said.“Did you live in a wheel?” Mella asked.“No,” he said. “I lived on

an old farm on the side of a mountain. Mountains are like giant rocks that stand up tall on the

surface of planets. My grandparents were born in a small town named Kilcreggen, which was

flooded over when the oceans rose and the lochs merged together and everyone—”“What’s an

ocean?”One of the women laughed, and then another. Although conversation didn’t start up

again, they were now looking at him more in curiosity than fright. So he did his best to explain

using the soup bowl and a hunk of bread, and the girls both asked questions, and then the

other women did too. By the time Mari came back to fetch him, everyone was laughing and

talking loudly and a wasteful amount of soup had gone tepid.Mari glared at him suspiciously.

“Put your bowl in the wash over there,” she said.Fergus stood up, wiped his chin, and picked up

his bowl. His was empty; he hadn’t realized he’d been that hungry. “Maybe someday you’ll get

to see mountains and oceans and birds for yourself,” he said to Mella as he slid it into the

washer.Whatever warmth he’d earned from the room evaporated in an instant. Mari gave him

an odd, cold look. “Time to go,” she said. “Now.”She ushered him out of the room. “The family is

ready to talk to you,” she said.“Sort of a key witness thing?”“More like an Exhibit A thing,” she

said.“Oh.”Judging by the curve of the floor, they’d gone another third of the way around the

wheel when Mari stopped in front of a large door. Fergus could hear arguing on the other side.

Mari rolled her eyes, then knocked loudly and counted to three. Opening the door, she shoved

him in ahead of her.Around a dozen women, all very much Vahns, were sitting in a semicircle

of chairs in a large room with faded off-white walls, one of which had a drawn-out scrawl of

some child’s art that had either escaped notice or survived attempts to remove it. There were a

few empty chairs left, plus a solitary one in the center. Mauda was standing. “This is Fergus

Ferguson,” she said. Mari leaned against the wall by the door.Another woman only slightly

younger than Mauda leapt to her feet. “This man should have been spaced the moment he

showed up here, not led inside and fed!”“I don’t believe he’s our enemy, Muire,” Mauda

said.“Who said you get to be the judge of that?”“Mother did when she named me second-in-

charge,” Mauda said. “Can we move on?”“And Mari? What do you think?” The woman looked at

Mari, who seemed surprised to be asked.“Yeah,” Mari said at last, the words reluctant at best.

“I don’t think he’s here to hurt us. Intentionally.”Defeated, the woman sat down, glaring across

the room at Fergus as Mauda waved him toward the seat in the center. He sat, keeping his

expression what he hoped was neutral and harmless.“Your name is Fergus Ferguson?” one of

the other women asked. “Your mother had a sense of humor.”“Yes,” Fergus lied. He got that a

lot, but the truth was he’d never in his life heard his mother laugh and could barely remember

her smiling. The years she’d spent staring out over the inland sea that had once been the

home of her parents and grandparents, obsessing about a heritage lost to her, had drowned

whatever joy she might have had. She’d tried to pull him down into that same bottomless grief,

and no matter how far away he got, he still felt the overwhelming need to escape.“Please tell

everyone what happened in as much detail as you can,” Mauda said.“Um, okay,” Fergus said,

pulling his thoughts back out of the past. “I jumped in-system at Crossroads Station and caught

a ride on a freighter from there to Cernee. It docked at Rock Five, and then they dropped me at

Blackcans by shuttle on their way to a hab named Footstuck. From there I got on the first cable

car to Mezzanine Rock. Mother Vahn was the only other passenger, and she and her crates

were already there when I boarded. There were a few other people waiting at the cable

terminus, but no one else got on—I assumed at the time they were waiting for someone. Is it

possible there was general knowledge that the car would be attacked?”“Mother was well liked

in Cernee. We don’t make trouble, and we contribute regularly to the settlement emergency



food stores. A rumor like that would have reached us,” Mauda said.He told the rest of the story

up until when he’d attached himself to the last of the homing crates in the hopes that it would

carry him to safety. “I woke up here, and you know the rest,” he finished. “My apologies for what

might be an intrusive question, but what’s Gilger’s argument with you, anyhow? You don’t seem

like a threat to him or that you have much he’d consider worth stealing.”“He’s a Faither, at least

nominally,” Mauda said.“Right. And they believe clones are soulless abominations,” Fergus

said.Several of the women scowled, but Mauda nodded. “I wouldn’t say he’s devout except

when it’s convenient. Graf, on the other hand . . . he’d probably have already killed us all if not

for Gilger’s restraining hand. It may be that Gilger has finally become powerful enough not to

care about repercussions.”“If that’s true,” he said, “given that Gilger has the tech to take out a

cable car and he has an armed ship, why hasn’t he just attacked your farm directly and been

done?”“We’re part of what’s called the Wheel Collective,” Mauda said. “There’s an even dozen

interconnected wheels here and a stationary hab named the Hangar. Eight of the wheels are

our farm, and the rest are home to Mr. Harcourt and his crew.”“Who?”“Mr. Harcourt is a

weapons dealer. Openly attacking the Wheels would mean starting a war with someone who

can and will fight back. Gilger hates Harcourt as much as Graf hates us. No one has ever

figured out why, including Mr. Harcourt, but Gilger knows he can’t afford to take him on.”“What

about your Governor?”“How do you think any politician makes life out here pleasant?” Muire

interjected bitterly. “We’re farmers; he’s out of our price range.”“We haven’t had much direct

interaction with Cernee’s government,” Mauda added, her eyes on Muire, “although Mother had

some confidence in the integrity of the Governor and Authority. I don’t know enough to have an

opinion of my own.”Fergus leaned forward in his seat. “Even if—when—I take Gilger’s ship

away from him, he’s not going to leave you alone, and from how you describe him, he’s still

going to have a lot of resources to come after you. As much as it pains me to say it, I think you

should think more about your survival than revenge. With Mother Vahn gone, that’s the end of

your farm sooner or later anyhow.”“And how do you figure that?” Mari stood up.“Look, no

offense, but everything I’ve heard says cloning is best as a one- or two-gen process because of

pattern integrity degradation. With the original gone—”“We’re not—”“Mari!” Mauda snapped,

and the younger woman retreated to her chair, folded her arms across her chest, and chewed

angrily at her lower lip.Not clones? Fergus wondered if that’s what she had been about to say,

but there was no other explanation he could think of that didn’t fall solidly into the realm of

fantasy. That Mother Vahn might lie to her family about their origins was disappointing, but it

was the only plausible explanation. It wasn’t, however, his job to puncture those fictions, nor to

track down the truth.“The long-term survival of our farm is our concern, not yours, Mr.

Ferguson,” Mauda said. “A few minutes’ conversation on a cable car doesn’t make you part of

the family, or even, to be blunt, a friend. It suits our ends to give you back your things and let

you go about your business taking Gilger’s ship away from him. You should be grateful for

that.”“I am,” he said.“Aside from wishing you sincere luck with that, our purposes and paths

diverge. You will have to find your own way around Cernee without help from us.” Mauda

pursed her lips. “If that sounds heartless, it may be some small comfort to know I’m not in

much different straits myself despite having lived here my entire life.”“How so?” Fergus

asked.“While you go about your business with Gilger, I need to get our lichen crates to Central

to conduct ours. None of us besides Mother have ever been far from the Wheels. She handled

all our dealings with the outside world, especially once Graf arrived and got interested in us. I

have the most experience off the farm, but even that’s limited. I don’t suppose you have much

sympathy, as in your line of work you must be adept at learning your way around unfamiliar

places, but for me this is not a natural skill nor a responsibility I look forward to.”“My original



intention when I arrived was to start at Central,” Fergus said. “That hasn’t changed.”“So?”“So I

am good at getting a feel for things. I also owe Mother Vahn a debt for getting me out of that

cable car. If you’d like me to accompany you to Central to help work your deal and then part

ways there, I’d be willing to do that. And it might be safer to have a second pair of eyes

out.”“No, Mauda!” Mari said from across the room. “If we need to send someone else, I’ll go

with you.”Mauda frowned, considering for a long minute. “I’ll take you up on that offer, Mr.

Ferguson, if there are no other strings attached.”“None,” Fergus said, “though if you want to

point out any landmarks on our way, I’d be grateful.”“Mauda!” Mari said.“No, Mari. It’s not safe

out there for you.” Mauda surveyed the room. “If there are no other objections?”When no one

had anything further to say—though Muire clearly had much she wasn’t willing to, and Mari

looked like she wanted her pitchfork back—Mauda turned back to Fergus. “Thank you,” she

said. “I’ll ping our buyer and set up a new meet, then.”He stood as everyone else filed out of the

room. Muire and another woman were deep in argument, casting suspicious glances back at

him as they crossed through the door. “Let me show you to a room where you can rest while I

set up the meet,” Mauda said.He nodded. “That and a chance to clean up would be much

appreciated.”Mauda led him around the wheel back the other way and up a ladder, Mari

following silently behind them. She opened an interior door to a small, plain room with a bunk,

wash basin, and mirror. “Will this do?” she asked.“This is fine, thank you,” he said. He stepped

in and sat on the soft mattress.Mauda closed the door, then moments later Mari opened it

again. “Don’t wander,” she growled, then slammed it shut.Fergus’s pack sat at the foot of the

bunk. He let out a low breath and hauled it up next to him. He rarely needed much, but a

change of clothes was remarkably high on his short list at the moment. His leg where the cable

had hit bore an angry red puckered caterpillar that ran from the back of his knee down across

his ankle; he’d have to check his exosuit to see if it had been able to fully self-mend. If it hasn’t,

he wondered, where will I find another one? Out here along the Gap, exosuits were expensive,

and he hadn’t met one yet that hadn’t left his larger Earther frame with a colossal wedge-

up.Once he had changed, he lay down on the bunk and stared at the ceiling, resisting sleep

long enough to sort through the day’s events and impressions. Until the job was done,

information was everything. Idly he wondered if the door was locked, then decided he didn’t

care; he wasn’t afraid of Mother Vahn’s strange family, not even Mari. Closing his eyes, he put

his hands behind his head and let himself drift off.Chapter 3He slept just long enough for the

aches of the cable car escape to settle in. Forcing himself to his feet, he found the fold-out

lavatory funnel and took care of immediate business. Done, he let some water from the single

tap into the adjacent basin and washed his hands and face before stripping off his shirt. He did

his best to clean the rest of himself up, taking care to examine each cut and burn.When he was

finished, he wrung the towel out carefully over the water reclamation drain, then pulled his

spare shirt on. All in all, he thought, way better than dead.There was a knock on the door, and

it slid open a crack. “Mr. Ferguson, are you ready?”“Yes,” he said. He opened the door the rest

of the way. A middle-aged Vahn woman smiled anxiously at him and waved him down the

hall.She led him back to the conference room. The chairs had been pushed back against the

walls and fastened, and a table had been brought into the center of the room. An elderly but

serviceable display was projecting an annotated 3-D map of Cernee into the air above the

table. Now that’s useful, he thought, and stepped in to study it.Mauda was at the far side of the

table. “A Cernee-wide bulletin came through from Central this morning,” she said. “The broken

cable punctured a section of Rattletrap before it could be pulled back and secured.”Fergus

winced. “How bad?”“At least thirty dead. Rockcrapper families, mostly. Right now they’re asking

for information or witnesses. There’s rumor of an impending security lockdown while they



investigate.”He rubbed his face. “That might make things harder.”Mauda slapped something

down on the table and flicked it toward him. He picked it up and turned it over, then raised his

eyebrows in surprise. “Anderson Anders?” he said.“I assumed alliteration was your thing,”

Mauda said.It was a Cernee ID chip. “How did you get this?”“Helpful neighbor,” Mauda said.Oh,

right, he thought. The arms dealer.“If it comes up, you came here from Crossroads Station and

are helping us out as a favor to Mr. Harcourt,” she said. “If we’re lucky, no one will look at either

of us. We’ve got a permanent shipping card for the lines, and we’re well known, but there’s no

way to disguise the fact that you’re not a woman.” She waved one hand dismissively up his

length, stopped at his beard, then shook her head in despair.“I expect not,” he agreed.She

turned to the display, pointing out virtual objects. “The Wheel Collective’s line connects to the

near side of Blackcans. You and Mother Vahn both got on the cable car at the main platform

there. With the Mezzanine Rock line now broken, we need to take a different route to

Central.”She pointed to the next line out of Blackcans, and it lit up purple at her touch. “This line

goes to Leakytown and then to Mezz Rock. That’s the most direct way now.”“May I make a

suggestion?” he asked. He touched a different sequence of dots, moving the purple line over.

“We should go from Blackcans to”—he leaned in to read the labels—“EmptyRock, from there

to Bugrot, Bugrot to here, then here, and then from there to Central.”“That takes us nearly a

third of the way around the Halo,” she said. “Why would we do that?”“Caution,” Fergus said. “If

Gilger is out to get you, he’s going to know you’re in disarray now and that none of you know

your way around Cernee as well as Mother Vahn. He may see it as an opportunity. His best bet

to get at you is the next time you take your crates out. With the Mezzanine Rock line down, he

can make a pretty good guess which way you’ll go instead. I’m suggesting we pick a less

obvious route.”“And if he doesn’t intend to attack us after all?”“Then we’ve wasted a few hours

and nothing more.”Mauda pursed her lips, then nodded once, conceding. “You may be right.

We’ll take your route.”“When do we go?”Reaching under the table, she pulled out his exosuit

and thrust it into his hands. “Right now.”—The lichen crates had been staged on an enclosed

platform on a central hub, ready to be hooked up via spiders to the Wheel Collective’s line. The

hub itself wasn’t spinning, leaving them all free-floating by the time they’d passed from the last

Vahn wheel out onto the platform. Mari was there and suited up to help get them sent off.“It’s

hand spiders most of the way,” Mauda said. “We’ll have to recharge at Bugrot and again at

NoMoar. Then we can take a car the last leg into Central. How’s your exosuit?”Fergus had

inspected it at length and been unable to find anywhere the thick, flexible smartfabric had been

damaged. “It’s better than new, I think,” he said. “Thank you. Beautiful work.”She waved a hand,

dismissing the compliment, but a smile lingered briefly on her face. It bothered him that he

could never tell if he was going to say the right thing or not, but he supposed it didn’t matter

except to his pride. This trip, for him, was one way, and he wouldn’t be coming back to the farm

to get a second try at figuring these people out. And they probably won’t give me a second

thought once I’m gone, either, he thought.“I’m setting my suit comm to channel one-seven-

one,” Mauda said, pulling up her suit hood, her transparent face shield still open and up. “If you

see anything, give a shout. Otherwise I’ll see you on Blackcans for the next hop.”Fergus tucked

the ID chip into the wrist of his glove, where he could easily pass it over scanners without

unsuiting. He toggled his comm over, pulled his hood up and faceplate down, locked it, and

then checked all the seals. His bottles and powerpacks were fully charged. “I’m set,” he

said.The spiders were a quartet of heavy wheels that clipped onto the cable and crawled along

it until told not to. A handle with controls along the thumb rest was slung beneath them. He’d

used them before, but each settlement had its own version, and Mauda had to show him how

to connect them to the line.“Depressurizing the bay,” Mari announced. “If you’re not ready, too



bad.”He kept one hand on the wall bar, his magboots keeping his feet firmly on the platform as

the air was sucked out of the bay into storage tanks. The wide doors opened onto

space.Mauda clipped herself ahead of the lead crate, waved to her kinswoman, then shot out

into the inky dark. The crates fell in behind her one by one. When the last few were at the

platform’s edge, he moved his spider onto the line behind them and unmagged his

boots.“Whoa!” he exclaimed as the spider yanked him out into space with a sharp jerk. Before

he knew it, he was well out and moving, the distant lights of Blackcans ahead. Beyond that was

the faint, flickering halo of Cernee itself.He glanced back in curiosity, having been unconscious

during his arrival; twelve giant wheels spun in parallel around a single central axis, glinting in

the sun. He could identify the part that was the Vahn farm by the blue and green tint. A small,

unspun hab hung off the other end with clusters of vehicles docked around it. The Wheel

Collective was bigger than he’d expected, but the idea that almost none of the Vahns had ever

left made it seem achingly small.I love what I do, he thought as he sped along behind the line

of crates, but I’m glad I grew up with my feet on the ground and my head in free air. Even if I

did run away. Sometimes memories were even more claustrophobic than space.Mauda must

have seen him looking back. “You told Mella you grew up on a farm,” she said to him over the

comm. “What did you grow there?”“Bitterness,” he answered, then realized how glib that

sounded and added, “Sorry. My grandparents lost almost everything in the floods on Earth and

my family never recovered.”“That must have been hard,” she said.“Yeah,” he said.The line

slipped behind the sunshield and into Cernee’s Halo proper. “I can see Blackcans up ahead,”

Mauda said. “Ten minutes and we’ll be in. I was here a number of times with Mother, and to

Mezzanine Rock, but otherwise it’s new territory.” She sounded anxious.He finally spotted the

hab himself; it was, true to advertisement, three can-shaped habs connected end-to-end and

painted matte black everywhere there wasn’t solar collectors. “Do you want me to take the

lead?”There was a long pause, then at last, “If you don’t mind.”“No problem. You’ll have to show

me what I need to do with the crates when we get to EmptyRock.”“It’s easy,” she said.It took

several minutes after Mauda reached their platform at Blackcans for all the crates to get hauled

in, and him with them. By the time he landed, Mauda had already fed more than half onto a

conveyer tunnel that would take them around to Blackcans’ inner-Halo stations. Once she

showed him how to get them lined up and inserted into the cargo chute, he hauled the rest

over and pushed them in.“Rest for a minute,” she said when he’d finished. “The cargo tunnel is

slow, and once we’re inside we’ll want to move through quickly.”He hooked an arm around a

wallbar and floated there, catching his breath. The platform was tiny and empty of other people

—certainly not the one he’d passed through on his way in from the docks. “You have this all to

yourself?” he asked.“Now we do,” she said. “There used to be another hab between the Wheels

and Leakytown named Turndown, but it’s dark now, floating out beyond the halo.”“What

happened?”“Spore ticks,” she said. “They cut their own line and drifted rather than risk

spreading them to the rest of us.”“Oh,” he said. So very many bad ways to die in space, but that

one was more terrible than most.“They were nice people.” Mauda sighed. “You ready to

go?”“Yes.”They cycled themselves through the platform’s airlock into Blackcans. Fergus hadn’t

had to negotiate the interior when he’d first arrived in Cernee, since the major lines all ran

directly into and out of the main platform, and he was immediately grateful for that earlier

mercy. The narrow corridors of the public passages were slathered with black paint on every

possible millimeter of surface. The only things breaking up the dark monotony of the corridors

were the lights, set at varying intervals, heights, and intensities in a cacophony of ill-toned,

strobing colors.
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An Author, “Enjoyable and interesting. I enjoyed reading this and for several reasons.It’s

different from a lot of the other sf novels in sensibility and style. The worldbuilding is great.

Though set in a familiar trope of tin can type habitats in space, there’s a wonderful sense of

humor and quirkiness in the unique ways each habitat has developed. To me, this lends

authenticity as well as often providing some fun plot assists. There’s a wide range of these

micro cultures, all held together by cooperation to survive in an extreme environment. I

especially enjoyed the oddest bunch, the tribe living in the sun shields.Another classic trope is

the gangster/warlord culture on the edges of civilization. What sets Finder apart is the way

these characters are developed with unique points of view and motivations, beyond the usual

and ordinary greed, lust, ambition etc.This could have been a quicker, shorter, simpler story. I

love books that surprise me, and this one did. Other reviewers didn’t like some of the plot

twists; I thought they were great! The side trip to Mars to me made total strategic sense, and

only someone capable of thinking outside the box would have thought of it. Fergus is that type

of thinker and for him not to have thought of this would have gutted his character.There’s one

chapter where Fergus has a series of memories and relives experiences. This is another trope

along the lines of life flashing before your eyes. It is really hard to write this type of sequence

without getting sappy, repetitive, or just weird. I thought the author handled this not only

beautifully, but showed us deep and intricate twists in Fergus’s character that were, to the

sensitive reader, heart wrenching.The aliens were really cool. Another hard thing to pull off

well. IMHO Aliens are most believably alien when they are not just humans who look funny. Sf

is full of cat people, Bear people, octopus people, bug people, androids etc etc etc who have

thoroughly human psychology, motivations, prejudices and assumptions about power and

gender. So boring.Humor is sprinkled throughout this book, both verbal and situational.

Refreshingly, very little dialog was purposed to make us admire how funny the author is.

Instead, Fergus has flair all his own that includes his darkly humorous attitude on life.The

writing is easy to read and understand except in a couple of small places which quickly

became clear through context.To me the best sf shows us what it means to be human. This

novel did this in a big way, and did not stop at what it means to be human now, today, but took



us into the future to what we can so easily become if we let ourselves continue on our oblivious

way.”

illiandantic, “A Bit Uneven Between the Two Halves. As best I can tell, Suzanne Palmer’s 2019

novel "

  

Finder Chronicles, Book 1:  Finder

  

  

" is actually her first published novel. And, it’s a pretty amazing one. I’ve really got nothing

negative of any substance to bring up. The only small issues I have are that:- The first and

second halves of the book feel different. The first half is more tightly written and “realistic.” I

found some of the things happening in the second half to be a bit of a stretch.- The amount of

collateral damage (both death and destruction) in the book bothers me. It’s not graphic or

anything. But, there’s a lot of it.- The introductory scene for the book’s secondary character

doesn’t really describe her properly: “The youngest of the Vahns was holding a giant pitchfork,

braced and pointed in his direction…” From that, I gathered that she was actually a child who

was small enough that a pitchfork seems gigantic in comparison to her. But, from things

pieced together throughout the rest of the book, it looks like she’s somewhere around 19 years

old. It took me quite a bit of time to figure out why her behavior didn’t match what I thought of

as her age.And that’s pretty much it for the negatives. Pretty amazing for a first novel. So, I’m

happy to rate the book at a Very Good 4 stars out of 5.”

Chris Gerrib, “Repo Man in SPAAAACE!!!!. The headline says it all. Fergus Ferguson is a repo

man in space. He fled a Scotland partially underwater from global warming to Mars under

Earth's thumb to Pluto, where he became friends with the Shipbuilders. They sent him after a

stolen ship, which he found in a dump on the end of human space. Problems break out from

Chapter 1 on. This book is a roller-coaster of space opera, with very alien aliens, very human

humans and a lot of action.  Highly recommended.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Classic Science Fiction. This is a dense book that takes a bit of effort to

read. There is a lot of humor and improbable chance, wild plots and desperate situations. This

would make a great movie. The main character is a bit of a mystery even to himself. I thought

of him as a wild Scottsman with a hero complex. Which pretty much makes him a rebellious

anti-hero.”

Patrick Cleary, “A Space Opera Extraordinaire!. Fergus Ferguson I s a Finder, one who brings

lost things back to their owners. He’s also an enormous Earth man hurtling through space on a

holograph-spewing pogo stick, rustling up trouble wherever he can. With great humor, fun and

exciting action sequences, and some fantastic world-building, Suzanne Palmer proves that her

Hugo award winning skills are in full force. I look forward to more adventures in this universe.”



Jabulile, “Yes. Best damn read I’ve had in a long time! I hope the author is fast at work writing

more! While the main character’s self recrimination got old after awhile, the adventure and

action (plus inclusive characters) more than made up for it. In gratitude. ”

M. Maxwell, “Great space opera action. Loved this book, disagree with the people who didn't

like the slowdown in the middle. I like character-driven plots, not just action. So there was a lot

of personal growth stuff in there that won't need to be repeated in future novels, if we get a

series, but it made me like the characters more. Read the hardcover from library, bought Kindle

version for spouse. Worth it.”

David N., “I enjoyed it very much. Nice to see a mass market space opera it reminds me of

what I grew up with. Flows really well and the characters are likeable and entertaining.

Somebody compared it favorably with the Stainless Steel rat series, I'll go along with that and

maybe Bob Shaws who goes there? Anyway I've preordered the next book so that says it all.”

DAK, “Entertaining. Took a few pages to get into, but once there couldn't put it down. It's fun

and lightly dramatic, hope to see more of the characters in the future. highly recommended.”

cmisetic, “Spannende Sci-Fi. Sehr gut geschrieben, sympathische Figuren und spannend von

Anfang an. Ich werde mir definitiv die Fortsetzung holen.”

Chris, ““Stainless Steel Rat” Vibe. Great book—any comparison with Harry Harrison is a

positive sign.”

Katharina Brecke, “Great. I loved this book.Great story, great characters, hope to read a lot

more from  the Asiig and Fergus soon!”

The book by Suzanne Palmer has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 431 people have provided feedback.
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